
                         Do Plants Need Water in Winter? 

Even though our plants may be in a state of dormancy and may have 

even turned brown, their roots are still growing and hydrating the entire 

plant. Evergreen plants, especially, need water in winter because they 

are actively losing water through their leaves by transpiration. If there 

has been no sufficient rain or snow melt to penetrate the topsoil, then 

we need to apply supplemental water.  

10-12” of snow is only equal to about 1” of water. This can vary 

considerably, depending on whether the snow is heavy and wet or 

powdery and dry. Sometimes it will snow a couple of inches or lightly rain 

or mist all day and gardeners may think that is sufficient water. Water 

must penetrate the top layer of soil and saturate deeply enough to reach 

the root zone of plants, the crown, or most of the feeder roots.  Plant 

material under eaves or in containers under patio covers must have 

supplemental water to survive the freezing winter temps and prevent 

dehydration and death to plant cells.   

It is imperative to water before temps drop below freezing if the soil is 

dry to prevent frost damage or winter kill of plants. Probe a couple of 

inches down to check for dryness. Fall-planted young trees and shrubs, 

those five years old or less, and evergreens need water most of all.  

Believe it or not, even our Bermuda lawns benefit from water on their 

roots in winter. Water hydrates the plant cells and prevents the cells 

from collapsing. Plants, ornamental grass, and turf grass are forming 

roots underground even when the parts that we see may be dormant.  It 

is also good to water the ground around our home foundations to 

prevent soil from drying and shrinking.   

Select a day when air temps are above freezing, say around 40 degrees 

F.  Make certain the soil is not frozen so water can soak into the ground.  

Water with hoses or sprinklers around mid-day or early afternoon when 



temps are warmer and any water on sidewalks or driveways has a chance 

to dry or evaporate before temps drop again in the evening.  Remove the 

hose from the spigot or hose bibb to prevent water being trapped in the 

pipes and freezing.  If you use an underground irrigation system, check 

with an irrigation contractor about your particular system to make sure 

it will not freeze and is prepared for winter. 

Do plants need water in the winter?  That is an unequivocable YES!!!   
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